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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

1.1.1 This report presents the results of a standing building survey carried out by CFA
Archaeology Ltd (CFA) between January and May 2008 at Spital Mains Farm, near
Paxton, Scottish Borders  (NGR: NT 9249 5284 approx. centred, Fig 1). The work was
commissioned by Ross Architectural Consultants to fulfil a planning condition based on a
Written Scheme of Investigation for archaeological work that was approved by Scottish
Borders Archaeology Officer, Rory McDonald. Following a site appraisal by CFA and
Mr Walter Ross, site plans were made available.

1.1.2 The proposed development comprises conversion of the derelict Spital Mains Steading
into new living accommodation. The Grade B Listed steading occupies a rectangular
courtyard plan and comprises a north, west and east range. The west range includes a
ruined two-storey threshing mill and adjoining octagonal-plan horse-engine house. Both
these structures are in a state of severe dereliction. The mill adjoins the north range,
where a rectangular lofted building joins a series of single-storey barns with segmented
arched openings. These building are associated with three cattle courts. The east range
includes a one-and-a-half storey byre with a central drain and slit vents at its southern
end. A small lofted loose box for stalling foals is present at the north end.  Further to the
east is another range of buildings which includes a small implement shed with timber and
cast-iron pillars and adjoining stable, and animal houses at its north end.

1.1.3 Owing to the derelict nature of the building, the work was carried out in two stages.
Stage 1 concentrated on recording the north and east ranges. Stage 2 dealt with recording
the mill and horse engine following the removal of internal collapsed floors and roof.

1.2 Objectives

1.2.1 The objectives of the programmes of archaeological works were:

1. to carry out a Level 3 standing building survey at Spital Mains Steading, to place the
site within its historical context;

2. to carry out a detailed analytical survey of the steading including a metric survey,
photographic and written record of the buildings prior to their alteration;

3.   to produce a Historic Building survey report outlining the results of the work.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 General

2.1.1 An effective standard for this type of project has been established by previous building
recording conducted by CFA. Recording of all elements was carried out following
established CFA methodology and included the use of standard standing building record
sheets, sketch drawing, photographic and EDM survey. CFA follows the Codes and
appropriate Standards set down by the Institute of Field Archaeologists. Recording
conventions follow English Heritage (2006).

2.2 Desk-based assessment

2.2.1 CFA conducted a desk-based assessment prior to fieldwork. Sources consulted are
outlined below.

2.2.2 National Monuments Record of Scotland. All relevant records relating to the site and its
immediate vicinity were checked and bibliographic sources followed up.

2.2.3 Early map coverage for the area. An examination of all the Ordnance Survey 6" map
editions was made, together with any other readily available cartographic information on
pre-recent land use in the project area. A search was made of published documentary
sources to provide information on the history of the development of the steading. The
National Map Library and National Archive of Scotland were consulted. Maps consulted
are listed in Section 8.2.

2.2.4 Aerial photographic coverage. Available vertical aerial photographs were examined for
cropmark traces and indications of geomorphological variations in the open ground areas
around the steading, which might point to buried archaeological remains not visible on
the ground. The aerial photographs examined are listed in Section 8.3.

2.2.5 Historical Documentary Search. Readily available documentary sources for the area,
including antiquarian accounts and parish descriptions, were checked for relevant
information. The results of the desk-based assessment are presented in Section 3.

2.3 Building recording

2.3.1 A Level 3 building survey was carried out according to the levels defined by English
Heritage (2006). This level of recording work combined both photographic and elevation
recording, and was supported by ground plans. It was intended to establish the position of
any features of historical or architectural interest, and identify the key phases of
development history of Spital Mains Steading. Internal areas were recorded by
photographic survey owing to uniform nature of the interior walls. A narrative of the
building’s character has been produced and includes a descriptive summary of the major
architectural features. The development of the building’s form and its characteristics are
supported by the historical cartographic evidence and aerial photographic evidence as
appropriate.

2.3.2 Building recording throughout the steading was broken down into separate units
containing elevations and building interiors (Table 1). A full list of features is included in
Appendix 1.
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Location Elevations/plans
West Range, Mill and Horse
Engine

All external elevations
Annotated ground layout plan
Internal photographic survey/fixtures/fittings

North Range All external elevations
Annotated ground layout plan
Internal photographic survey/fixtures/fittings

East Range All external elevations
Annotated ground layout plan
Internal photographic survey/fixtures/fittings

Implement store and animal
houses

All external elevations
Annotated ground layout plan
Internal photographic survey/fixtures/fittings

Farmhouse and attached cottage External photographs to place in context with the steading.
Table 1. Standing building survey requirements

2.3.3 Architectural detail recording was carried out using a reflectorless Total Station (REDM)
to position accurately any significant features as considered appropriate. The infra-red
beam from this instrument enables points to be recorded in 3D to an accuracy of 1mm.
For external elevations, control points on eaves, windows, doors and other architectural
features were surveyed. The data was downloaded to a portable computer running
PenMap for Windows. The resultant data was then processed to produce wire-frame
templates, and used to rectify photographs. Where appropriate, external control
measurements were also taken to ensure accuracy of the photomontages.

2.3.4 A digital Nikon D100 SLR was used to take 35mm digital photographs of structures and
specific architectural features.

2.3.5 An appropriate photographic record was made of all internal and external elevations of
the buildings. All significant historical features associated with the layout and operation
of the farm were photographed. A list of all photographs is included as Appendix 2.
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3. DESK-BASED SURVEY RESULTS

3.1 Cartographic sources

3.1.1 The cartographic sources examined are listed in Section 8. The earliest map available
from the National Library of Scotland’s archives, which dates to between 1636-52
(Gordon), shows the estate of ‘Spital’ but no information on the steading. Blaeu’s 1654
map, Roy’s Military Survey (1747-55), Armstrong (1771), Blackadder (1797), Thomson
(1821) and Ainslie (1821) all show the Estate of ‘Spital’, but show no detail of the
Steading.

3.1.2 ‘Spital House Mains’ is first depicted on Sharp, Greenwood and Fowler’s map of 1826 as
a complex of two structures (Fig 2a). One structure is a U-shaped steading and the other
is the farmhouse.

3.1.3 The 1857 Ordnance Survey First Edition map (Fig 2b) has the steading labelled as Spital
Mains and depicts it as a structure around an open courtyard. The main steading consisted
of a U-shaped range pointing in a south-east direction. A further rectangular range
aligned north-west to south-east was situated to the east of the main U-shaped range. A
smaller range aligned north-east to south-west adjoined the south-west corner of the main
U-shaped range and ran to the north-east. A circular building was attached to the western
side of the main U-shaped range. Part of the courtyard of the main U-shaped range was
divided into three separate areas. A further range aligned east to west was situated
slightly to the east of the main steading complex. The steading lay within the Spital
House Estate.

3.1.4 The 1897 Ordnance Survey Second Edition map (Fig 2c) shows the same layout as the
First Edition, but two rectangular buildings are now shown protruding south into the
courtyard from the main U-shaped range. Another rectangular building is shown
extending to the east at the northern end of the eastern range of the steading.  A further
small square building is shown protruding to the west to the south of the circular structure
on the eastern arm of the courtyard range.

3.1.5 The building is also depicted on the 1864 and 1896 Ordnance Survey 1” series but these
maps provide no significant architectural detail.

3.1.6 The Ordnance Survey 1908 Edition map (Fig 2d) shows the same layout as the Second
Edition, with the exception of the addition of a small building protruding to the north at
the centre of the northern part of the U-shaped range.

3.1.7 The Ordnance Survey 1975 edition Plan shows the same basic layout as the 1908 edition,
with the following changes. The rectangular building running east from the northern end
of the eastern range and the small square building protruding west from the eastern arm
of the U-shaped range are no longer visible. A further building was added to the western
side of the small building protruding to the north from the northern part of the U-shaped
range.

3.2 Aerial photographic survey

3.2.1 The vertical aerial photographs show the development of the steading between 1946 and
2000. There are no visible indications of any cropmarks or geomorphological variations
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on the ground surrounding the steading. The 1946 photographs show no differences in
comparison with the Ordnance Survey 1975 Edition. The 1951 photograph showed a
possible building extending to the east of the centre of the eastern range, which was no
longer visible on the photographs from 1970. The 1988 and 2000 photographs show that
the threshing mill attached to the western side of the U-shaped range was either in ruins
or no longer visible. No other changes in form were noted.

3.2.2 An oblique aerial photograph of the Steading in the 1980s is reproduced in Plate 1.

3.3 National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS)

3.3.1 The NMRS holds two records for the steading (NMRS No NT95SW 67.04 & NT95SW
67.05) but neither contains bibliographic details relevant to its development history.

3.4 Documentary sources

3.4.1 The New Statistical Account (1834-45) records that ‘William Stow Lundie owns the
lands of Spital and Clarabad and that Spital House is a neat country residence’, but no
references are made to Spital Mains.

3.4.2 Historic Scotland’s online Statutory List contains references to Spital Mains including
Farmhouse, Cottage, Steading, Threshing Mill, Boundary Walls and Gatepiers. All are
category B listed (Historic Building No. 47710). Full details of this are included as
Appendix 3.
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4. BUILDING SURVEY RESULTS

4.1 General

4.1.1 The steading’s elevations are described first externally and then internally, both in a
clockwise direction. The internal features are described according to their Unit number
(shown in plan on Fig 1). Unit numbers are also shown on the elevation drawings in order
to show the relative compartments (Figs 3-6). Feature numbers shown on the elevation
drawings are listed in Appendix 1 and form an inventory of the recorded architectural
detail.

4.2 North Range, Units 2a, 3-5 and 8

North-facing elevation (Fig 3a)

4.2.1 The north-facing elevation of the North Range forms the longest elevation at Spital
Mains, measuring 60m long. At the easternmost end of the elevation is the gable end of
Unit 8, which measures 5.8m wide and 5m high to the apex.  The gable is constructed of
coursed sandstone blocks with dressed sandstone quoins with droving (1). The piened
roof is covered with pantiles and semi-circular ridge-tiles (2). Immediately to the west of
the gable is a section of wall just over 2m wide (3), constructed of randomly laid
sandstone contained within a set of sandstone quoins, with a drain present at the base (4).
On the wall head there is a wooden beam which is carried the length of the wall to
support a lean-to corrugated iron roof. The next section of wall is very different in terms
of its construction and is made up of well coursed square blocks of green sandstone held
in a mortar bond (5) and is 2m high. Again, a well-dressed set of droved quoins are
present on the west side of the wall (7).  Wall (6) is a blocked entrance that formed an
earlier route to the fields on the north side of the steading. A wooden beam rests on top of
the wall (8) which supports a corrugated iron roof (9) of a lean-to shed.

4.2.2 The middle section of the north elevation incorporates very neat stonework with regular
blocks of green sandstone dominating the elevation (90%) with c.10% cream sandstone
also used (10). A small open window (11) on the ground floor lights the stable (5c).
Above right is a small rectangular window with droved long and short surrounds (12). At
ground floor level there are four, equidistantly spaced, blocked windows (13). These
would have lit Units 4a-b, with two windows present in each unit. The roof is pantiled
with a semi-circular tiled ridge (14).

4.2.3 The westernmost cattleshed (Unit 3) is stone-built (15) and is lofted with three
rectangular windows with large sandstone quoins (16). The pantile roof (17) has a
sandstone skew (18) at the east end. The roof height is c.1.5m higher than the preceding
elevation. At the ground floor a timber-built shed (modern) masks a blocked window
(19).

4.2.4 The adjoining Mill (Unit 2) at the end of the elevation is built of coursed blocks of
sandstone (20) with large sandstone quoins (23). A shed masks a large part of the ground
floor. Two windows are present on the west side of the elevation (three-paned and
shuttered 21 and 22). About one third of the pantile roof (24) survives bounded by a stone
skew (25). Also included on this elevation is a low field boundary wall that continues
westwards for about 50m in length (26). Two levels of made ground (27) are present
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above the wall. The upper one forms a ramp leading to the mill door on the west-facing
elevation.

South-facing elevation (Figs 3b and 3c)

4.2.5 The south-facing elevation forms the rear of the courtyard arrangement of cattle sheds.
The west end incorporates the fabric of the stone-built mill (28) with sandstone quoins
(29). A four-paned window (30) is present at the ground floor set within large sandstone
surrounds (31). The mill adjoins Unit 3, the lofted cattle shed. A stone forestair is present
at ground floor level (32), providing access to a plank-built loft door (33), above Unit 3,
which has sandstone surrounds (34). A large arched opening (35) is framed by a
segmented arch with quoins (36). Two rectangular openings (37) and a blocked opening
with brick blocking (38), each with stone surrounds (39), are present at loft height. To the
right of the open arch is another blocked segmented arched opening (40) infilled with
random rubble (41). A cement roof-raggle (42), associated with a now demolished
pitched roof that formerly enclosed a cattle feed stall, is visible above the arch. A stock
enclosure wall (43) projects from the elevation.  A section of wall (Unit 9 Fig 4a) formed
a covered feed stall and has a projecting enclosure wall.

4.2.6 Unit 4 is well-balanced stone-built barn with two segmented arched openings (44 and 45)
divided by a projecting south wall (46) that supported a timber-framed pitched roof (47).
The cattle stall is associated with Unit 10, a stone-built feed store which is located at the
end of the projecting wall (Figs 1 and 4b). At the east end of the elevation is the gable of
Unit 5, which is rubble built with sandstone quoins. A large concrete water-trough is
present at the base of the gable.

4.3 East Range, Unit 5

East-facing elevation (Fig 4c)

4.3.1 The East Range consists of Unit 5a-c which is a rectilinear stone-built (48) structure with
a slate roof (49). At the south end of the elevation there are three slit-vents (54) with
sandstone surrounds. To the north of these is a small wooden louvre window (52) set
within sandstone surround (53). A double leafed-door (50) surrounded by sandstone
quoins (51) is situated slightly off-centre from the middle of the elevation. A wall c. 1.5m
high projects off the wall (55) to the north of the dorway. To the right of this is another
louvre window (56) with stone surrounds (57). At the north end of the elevation, a plank-
built doorway (58) leads into a small stable.  timber-framed lean-to has been built against
the rear wall (59).

West-facing elevation (Fig 4d)

4.3.2 The north side of the west elevation is separated from the south by a projecting corral
wall (60). A blocked doorway (61) is present under the collapsed wall of a lean-to shed
(62). A concrete scar (63) runs the length of the mid-section of the wall and is related to
the position of a feeding trough. On the south side of the wall there is a plank-built door
(64) with stone surrounds (65) and a rectangular window (66) is situated on its north side
at eaves level. The gable (67) has long sandstone quoins and a sandstone skew (68).
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4.4 East Range, Units 6-8 implement and animal sheds

West-facing elevation (Fig 5b)

4.4.1 The west-facing elevation of the easternmost range of buildings includes an animal shed
with two bay openings, a stable at its centre and another shed for storage. At the south
end, the implement shed (Unit 6) has two large bay openings with a central stone-built
pier (69). A cast-iron column (70) is still in situ in the south bay opening. On the north
side a length of scaffold pole (71) has been used to support the pantile roof (72).  The
gables are stone built (73) with a sandstone skew at the south end (74).

4.4.2 Built in the gap between the animal house and the implement shed is a pig-sty (Unit 7a)
which has been built of random rubble (75) and breeze blocks (76) with a corrugated
asbestos roof (77).  The sty is lit by two 4-paned cast-iron windows (78) and is accessed
by a plank-built door (79) at the south end.

4.4.3 The building adjoining the pigsty is stone-built (80) with a pantile roof (81). A double-
leafed bay door (82) provides access into a store (Unit 7b). A large door opening (83)
provides access to Unit 7c, and a window opening (84) rests above a rubble wall (85).

4.4.4 Two bay openings (86) on either side of a stone-built pier light the northern large storage
shed (Unit 8), lately used as a manure store.

East-facing elevation (Fig 5c)

4.4.5 The rear of the implement shed is largely featureless and is built of coursed sandstone
(87). A boundary wall (88) projects of the south gable. The pig-sty wall (89) has three
slit-vents (90) built into the lower half of the stone wall which are surmounted by courses
of concrete breeze blocks (91). The adjoining animal house has a coursed rubble wall
(100) and a single door opening (101) with sandstone surrounds (102). The door rests
immediately below the pantile roof (81). The quoins (103) at the north end of the building
are well-dressed sandstone.

4.5 West Range, Units 1-2

Unit 1 – two cottages (Fig 6a)

4.5.1 The cottages were converted during the 1980s and were not included in this survey as the
buildings were occupied at the time of the fieldwork. These structures are integral to the
West Range and were once used to store milled feed, according to the present owner.
Constructed of coursed sandstone, these buildings have been provided with modern
windows and new pantile and slate roofing. No internal recording was carried out in these
buildings but the owner stated that the interiors were all modern.

Mill, Unit 2a, west-facing elevation (Fig 6a)

4.5.2 The mill walls are constructed of coursed rubble (104) with sandstone quoins (105).  The
roofline of a hexagonal horse engine house (Unit 2b) is demarcated by a line of roof-joist
sockets (106). Two small blocked openings (107) mark the position of two take-off drive
shafts that transmitted horse power into the mill house. A small five-paned window (108)
sits within large sandstone surrounds (109). A small window is also present on the ground
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floor (110).  A plank-built double-leafed doorway (111) is accessed by a ramp (112). The
pantile roof (113) is supported by an A-frame internally and has collapsed.  

Horse Engine House, Unit 2b, west-facing elevation (Fig 6b)

4.5.3 Projecting from the west-facing elevation of the mill (Unit 2a) are the remains of five the
stone-built piers (114) of a hexagonal horse-engine house. The piers stand to
approximately 2m high and 1.8m wide and are constructed of coursed sandstone with
dressed quoins.

4.6 Unit Interiors

Unit 1 - Cottages

4.6.1 No access was available at the time of the survey. This building was part of the steading
until the 1980s, when it was converted from a storehouse into a modern dwelling.

Unit 2a - Mill (Plates 2 and 3)

4.6.2 The two-storey mill measures 6.5m by 2.9m in plan and has a concrete floor throughout.
The walls have been plastered to a height of 1.5m. At the south end of the mill there was
a plank-built feed hopper that was associated with a cattle cake crushing-machine (Plate
4). The machine was belt driven from a take-off drive situated on the ground floor and
fixed to an upright beam. The belt wheels are still present on the drive-shaft. This power
was supplied by a diesel engine that was housed in the ruined horse engine and represents
the second generation of power within the mill. At the north end of the mill there is a
small storeroom measuring 4m by 1.5m, accessed through a doorway. The room is lit by
a small window on the south elevation. The roof-joists are exposed and comprise A-
frame trusses resting on the wall head. This arrangement continued throughout the mill.

Unit 2b - Hexagonal horse engine house

4.6.3 The ruined horse engine house had a pantile and timber-framed roof resting on five stone-
built piers. The piers were both rectangular and drum-shaped and built of well-dressed
ashlar stonework which survived to a height of 2.5m. The floor was concrete. The
vestigial remains of a stone plinth associated with the diesel engine was visible.

Unit 3 - Lofted cattle shed (Plate 5)

4.6.4 Unit 3 measures 9.8m by 4.2m and is a purpose built cattle shed. The arched opening is
2.1m wide. On the south-facing elevation there are two blocked windows measuring
2.1m by 2.1m. These are partially hidden behind a large wooden feed stall (locally called
a heck) which is roughly 2m above the floor. The floor is a mixture of beaten earth and
boulders. The pantile roof is supported on A-frame trusses constructed from sawn timber
and is scarf-jointed with forged nails. The trusses rest directly on top of the wall head.
The loft was last used as a chicken coup; it could not be entered due to the unsafe floor.

Unit 4a - Cattle shed

4.6.5 This Unit measures 9.5m long and is 4.2m wide. Two blocked windows are present on
the south-facing elevation, and are the same dimension as those in Unit 3. Again the
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wooden feeding stall is present. The floor is beaten earth and cobbles. The roof is the
same as in the previous unit.

Unit 4b - Cattle shed

4.6.6 Unit 4b measures 9.8m by 4.2m and originally had two arched openings, but one has
been blocked. Both openings are 2.1m wide. The floor is earth and cobbles. A wooden
loft floor suspended on wooden beams is present about 2.5m from the earth floor. This is
poorly preserved due to dry rot. The south-facing elevation holds the wooden feeding
stall. The other walls are featureless and appear never to have been whitewashed or
covered with render.

Unit 5a - Byre

4.6.7 Situated at the south end of the east range, this unit measures 5.5m by 5m and is accessed
by a large plank-built door on its east-facing elevation. Three splayed, slit vents pierce
the west-facing elevation and measure 0.6m by 0.28m. Above the door area is a line of
sockets which would probably have housed a wooden loft. The sockets are not present on
the corresponding wall, reinforcing the theory that the loft was a stage, probably for
storing feed. The floor is a mixture of concrete over cobbles with a central drain and
channel through the door. The walls have at one time been whitewashed. Both gables are
plain, with a hint that there might have been a vent in the north-facing gable at ridge
level. The slate roof is supported by scarfe-jointed A-frame trusses resting directly on the
wall head.

Unit 5b - Lofted Byre (Plates 6 and 7)

4.6.8 This unit measures 13.2m by 4.4m and was previously lofted but is now open to the roof
revealing the same scarfe-jointed A-frame trusses as are present in Unit 5a. The main
access is through a central double-leafed plank-built doorway on the west-facing
elevation. There is a blocked doorway on the east-facing elevation. On the same elevation
there is an open square window at loft height. The floor has been much altered to suit the
needs of its last use as a rabbit-breeding shed. On the west-facing elevation, two windows
flank the doorway. At the north end of the building there is another plank-built door
leading into Unit 5c.

Unit 5c - Foal stable

4.6.9 This unit measures 4.4m by 3.4m and is lit by a small square window on its south-facing
elevation. A plank-built door leads into the yard area in front of the timber-framed lean-
to. The walls are uniform in construction, being coursed and random rubble. The floor is
cobbled. A door leads into Unit 5b.

Unit 6 - Implement shed (Plate 8)

4.6.10 This unit measures 11.8 by 5.1m and is open on its east-facing elevation. There is no
fenestration. A cast-iron moulded pillar and a steel tube support a wooden beam that
spans the length of the building. The roof is pitched pantile resting on scarfe-jointed A-
frame joists that rest on the wall head.
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Unit 7a - Pigsty and recent workshop

4.6.11 Unit 7a measures 5.4m by 4.8m and was last used as a workshop. The front, west-facing
elevation has been constructed of brick and breeze-blocks and contains two small iron-
framed windows. The rear wall has three slit vents present.  Internal brick partitions relate
to the position of pig pens. The walls are partition walls at each end of the unit and
featureless. The floor is concrete and the roof is corrugated asbestos.

Unit 7b - Storage shed

4.6.12 Unit 7b measures 9.6m by 4.8m and has a bay opening on its east-facing elevation. There
is no fenestration within this unit and the walls are all plain coursed rubble build. The
roof is the same as in Unit 6.

Unit 7c - Stable

4.6.13 Unit 7c measures 4.8m by 3.9m and was a stable. A window is present on the north side
of the doorway, which is 1.6m wide. There is no evidence within the interior of a stall
and the floor is concrete.

Unit 8 - Storage shed

4.6.14 This unit measures 7.8m long and 4.4m wide. A central stone pier divides two bay
openings on its east-facing elevation. There is no fenestration. A doorway leads out into
the field on the east side of the range. The interior of the unit is featureless.

Units 9 and 10 - Former feed stores (turnips)

4.6.15 Units 9 and 10 form two rectangular turnip stores that both measure 4.7m by 3.2m. Unit
10 is roofed and Unit 9 is a ruin. Both units are built of coursed sandstone with dressed
quoins. A central door is present on each of the south-facing elevations. On the north
elevation there are two small rectangular openings which each flank the main north–south
walls of the cattle court.  These openings allowed feed to be thrown into feed troughs that
lined the base of each wall, which was covered by the pantile roof spanning the wall. The
purpose-built turnip sheds are contemporary with the cattle courts and provided sheltered
feeding areas. The stockman could feed the cattle without entering the cattle courts as this
was considered dangerous due to the risk of crushing by the cattle (Mr Henderson, pers
comm).

Lean-to

4.6.16 This timber-framed lean-to structure measures 7.3m long and 3m wide with a pitched
corrugated iron roof. The upright posts are re-used telegraph poles that carry the roof for
its full length, the rear of which rests directly on the rear wall head.

4.7 Farmhouse (Plate 1)

4.7.1 The farmhouse is an integral part of the complex but was not part of the measured survey.
It was included in the photographic survey to put the building in context with the rest of
the farm buildings. A full description of the farmhouse is provided in the Statutory List
(Appendix 3).
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Cartographic evidence and standing building survey have been used to provide an
indication of the development of Spital Mains Steading. The following broad phases
(colour-coded on Fig 1) are proposed for the steading:

• Phase 1 - Late 18th-century
• Phase 2 - Early 19th-century.
• Phase 3 - Late 19th-century
• Phase 4 - 20th-century

5.2 The principal economy of Sptial Mains farm has been based on livestock rearing. The
farm layout is a direct result of the need for housing and corralling cattle within its three
main cattle courts, each one having sheltered feeding stalls and associated feed stores
(Unit 9 and 10). The large bay openings on the cattlesheds (Units 3-4b) are open to the
cattle courts and form three large areas of cattle containment. Over-wintering cattle-
stalling provided large quantities of manure which, in the days before chemical fertilisers,
was much needed for improving arable land. Another benefit of having cattle courts is
that the size of the herd could be increased well above the capacity to house them all in a
single shed. The Spital Mains courts had all that was required for the herd’s welfare –
shelter, feeding stalls and a water supply.

5.3 There has been no significant alteration to the farm associated with 1950s technology and
the usual trend of enlargement seen at other farms in the Borders, for example with the
addition of large tractor sheds, silos and workshops (Davey 2001), is not seen here.
Alterations, where they exist, are low-key and confined to blocking work and the removal
of the loft floor and stage in Units 5a and 5b. On the north-facing elevation, all the
windows associated with the cattle sheds were blocked and made redundant.

5.4 The mill has two generations of power, originally based on horse traction from the horse-
engine house driving machinery for crushing corn for cattle feed. This was later replaced
by a mechanical drive from the horse-engine house running up through the floor to the
belt-driven crushing machine (Plate 4).
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6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Cartographic research and standing building survey has recorded the main features that
make up Spital Mains farm. Unlike many Scottish steadings, the buildings have remained
largely unaltered from the mid 19th century. There are none of the usual trappings of
more modern farming typical of 1950s mechanisation, particularly in the buildings
themselves.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 The building survey has been carried out to a Level 3 standard and has obtained sufficient
architectural details and created a detailed photographic record of the farm buildings prior
to their alteration. No further building recording is required.

7.2 A short report will be submitted to Discovery and Excavation in Scotland for 2008. A
draft entry is included in Appendix 4.
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APPENDIX 1 - INVENTORY OF ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

Feature No Summary description
North Range, north-facing elevation
1 Main build, coursed sandstone with dressed quoins
2 Piened pantile roof
3 Section of a rubble built wall
4 Stone lined drain at the base of wall (3)
5 Section of a stone wall of square coursed blocks
6 Blocked entrance
7 Stone quoins with droving
8 Section of wall supporting the lean-to
9 Wooden beam on the wall head for lean-to
10 Mid-section of the wall built of well dressed coursed square sandstone blocks
11 Small rectangular window opening
12 Rectangular window with droved surrounds
13 Four blocked windows, 1.2m x 0.5m
14 Pantile roof with semi-circular ridge
15 Stone-built cattle shed
16 Three rectangular windows with stone surrounds
17 Pantile roof of the lofted animal house
18 Sandstone skew on gable junction
19 Blocked window
20 Adjoining mill Unit 2, stone built with sandstone quoins
21 Mill windows, one paned and one shuttered
22 Mill windows, three-paned
23 Large sandtone quoins, dressed
24 Approx one-third of a pantile roof above the mill
25 Stone skew at roof junction
26 Field boundary wall
27 Two levels of made ground above field boundary wall
North Range, south-facing elevation
28 Main fabric of the mill wall, coursed rubble
29 Sandstone quoins
30 Four-paned window lighting the mill
31 Sandstone surrounds of window (30)
32 Stone fore-stair leading to a loft
33 Plank-built loft door
34 Sandstone surrounds round the loft door
35 Arched opening into the cattle shed
36 Segmented arch above the opening (35)
37 Two rectangular openings
38 Brick-blocked opening
39 Stone surrounds round windows (37) and (38)
40 Blocked segmented arched opening
41 Random rubble blocking work in (40)
42 North Range S Facing elevation cement roof raggle
43 Projecting stock enclosure wall
44 Segmented arched opening
45 Segmented arched opening
46 Projecting stock enclosure wall
47 Ruined timber A-framed roof
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Feature No Summary description
East Range, north-facing elevation
48 Main build of Unit 5a-c
49 Slate roof on Unit 5a-c
50 Double plank-built leaf door
51 Sandstone door surrounds
52 Small louver window
53 Sanstone surrounds around window (52)
54 Three slit vents
55 Projecting wall, 1.5m high
56 Small louver window
57 Stone surrounds around window (56)
58 Plank-built doorway into stable
59 A timber-framed lean-to shed
East Range, west-facing elevation
60 Blocked doorway
61 Blocked doorway
62 Collapsed wall of a lean-to shed
63 Feeding trough scar, cement
64 Plank-built door
65 Stone surrounds around door (64)
66 Rectangular window
67 Gable wall, sandstone
68 Sandstone blocks making up the gable skew
69 Implement shed, central stone pier between bay openings
70 Implement shed, cast-iron column
71 Implement shed, scaffold pole
72 Implement shed, pantile roof
73 Implement shed, stone built gable walls
74 Implement shed, sandstone skew at S end
75 Pig-sty, random rubble wall
76 Pig-sty, breeze block wall
77 Pig-sty, corrugated roof
78 Pig-sty, cast-iron four paned windows
79 Pig-sty, plank-built door
80 Store shed, main build, coursed rubble
81 Pantile roof
82 Double leafed plank-built door
83 Large door opening
84 Window opening with no frame
85 Rubble wall below window opening
86 Shed, two bay openings
East Range, east-facing elevation
87 Featureless stone built wall
88 Projecting boundary wall
89 Pig-sty wall, rubble built (lower half)
90 Three slit vents
91 Three slit vents
92-99 Not assigned
100 Animal house, coursed rubble
101 Single door opening
102 Sandstone door surrounds
103 Dressed sandstone quoins
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Feature No Summary description
West Range, west-facing elevation

104 Mill walls, coursed rubble in mortar bond
105 Sandstone quoins with droving
106 Line of roof-joist socked from the horse engine house
107 Two small blocked openings
108 Small square five-paned window
109 Large sandstone surrounds round window (108)
110 Small square-headed window
111 Double leafed plank-built door
112 Earth ramp leading to mill door
113 Pantile roof of the mill, derelict
114 Horse engine, five stone built piers, rectangular and drum
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APPENDIX 2 – PHOTOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Digital images

No Contexts Taken by Date Conditions Comment
001 Building 5A KH 28/01/08 Bright External gable S towards N
002 - - - - -
003 10, 4A, 5B - - - Towards N external to B, 4A
004 10 - - - External S-facing wall/door – towards N
005 10 - - - -
006 4B - - - S-facing elevation towards N
007 4B - - - -
008 9 - - - -
009 9 - - - -
010 4C + Wall - - - S-facing elevation + curvilinear wall to N
011 4C + 3 + Wall - - - S-facing elevation g 4C towards N
012 4C + 3 + Wall - - - -
013 4C - - - -
014 4C - - - -
015 4C - - - -
016 4C - - - -
017 4C - -
018 4C - - - -
019 4C - - - South elevation towards NE
020 Wall Between 9

& 4B
- - - NLS wall towards E

021 Wall Between 9
& 4B

- - - -

022 Wall + 9 Towards SE
023 9 - - - W-facing elev. of B9 towards E
024 9 - - - -
025 9 - - - Internal towards N
026 9 KH 20/01/08 Bright Internal – towards NE
027 9 - - - Internal – towards NW
028 4C + 3 - - - Towards NW
029 3 + 1 + Wall - - - Curvilinear  wall towards W
030 3 + 1 + Wall - - - -
031 1 + 3 - - - Towards WNW
032 1 + 3 - - - -
033 4B - - - S-facing elevation towards N
034 4B - - - -
035 4B - - - -
036 $B - - - -
037 4B + Wall - - - Wall between 4B & 9 towards W
038 4B - - - Under E lean-to towards N
039 N/S Wall 12 - - - Towards E
040 12 + 10 - - - Towards SE
041 12 + 10 - - - Towards 10 from N under lean-to
042 12 + 10 - - - -
043 12 + 10 - - - Towards ESE
044 Wall 12 - - - Towards NE at W elevation
045 9 - - - East facing elevation towards W
046 10 - - - W-facing elevation towards E
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No Contexts Taken by Date Conditions Comment
047 10 - - - Internal towards N
048 10 - - - -
049 10 - - - Internal towards E
050 10 - - - Internal towards W
051 Building 10 - - - Towards NW
052 4A - - - S-facing elevation towards N
053 4A - - - -
054 4A - - - -
055 4A - - - -
056 4A - - - Towards NNE, S elevation
057 4A + 5B - - - 5B West Facing Elevation
058 5B - - - W-facing elevation + lean-to
059 5B - - - -
060 5B - - - -
061 5B - - - W elevation showing lean to and wall
062 12 + 4A - - - E-facing elevation towards W
063 12 + - - - -
064 12 + 10 - - - E-facing elevation of 12 + 10 towards N
065 10 - - - E-facing elevation
066 5B + 13 - - - W-facing elevation to S of wall 13
067 5B + 13 - - - -
068 5B + 5A - - - W-facing elevation at S and towards E
069 5A - - - -
070 6 - - - -
071 6 - - - W-facing elevation
072 7C + 6 - - - -
073 6 - - - -
074 7C + 6 - - - -
075 7C - - - W-facing elevation
076 7A + 7C - - - W-facing elevation
077 7A + 7B - - - -
078 7A,B + 8 - - - W-facing elevation towards NE
079 7A + 7B - - - W-facing elevation towards E
080 7A + 7C + 6 - - - Towards SE / W-facing elevation
081 7A + 7B - - - W-facing elevation
082 8 + 7B - - - W-facing elevation
083 8 + 7B - - - -
084 8 - - - -
085 8 - - - -
086 8 - - - -
087 8 - - - -
088 General g 8 + 5 - - - Towards S from lean-to
089 Lean to between 8

+ 5C
- - - Towards N

090 - - - - -
091 - - - - -
092 5C - - - E-facing elevation from lean-to towards W
093 5B - - - E-facing elevation
094 5B - - - -
095 5B - - - -
096 5B - - - -
097 5B - - - E-facing elevation
098 5A + 5B - - - E-facing elevation
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No Contexts Taken by Date Conditions Comment
099 5A - - - Towards W
100 5A - - - -
101 5A + 5B + 5C - - - E-facing elevation, towards NW
102 General 5 + 7 + 8 - - - Towards N
103 6 - - - S-facing gable end towards N
104 8 - - - -
105 4C + Wall - - - S-facing elevation towards N
106 4C - - - Towards N, S-facing
107 4C - - - S-facing elevation towards N
108 4C - - - S-facing elevation detail
109 4C - - - -
110 4C - - - -
111 4C - - - -
112 4C + 3 - - - Towards NW
113 4C - - - W side of S-facing elevation
114 Curvilinear Wall

14 at 4C
- - - Towards NE

115 4B - - - S-facing elevation
116 4B + N - - - Towards NW
117 4A - - - S-facing elevation
118 4A - - - Towards NNE
119 6 - - - Towards E
120 6 - - - E-facing elevation / S end 1
121 6 - - - E-facing elevation towards W
122 6 - - - -
123 7C + 6 - - - -
124 7C + 6 - - - -
125 7A + C - - - -
126 7A + 7B - - Bright E-facing elevation moving N, towards W
127 7A + B - - Fair -
128 8 + 7B - - - -
129 8 + 7B - - - -
130 8 - - - -
131 8 - - - -
132 8 - - - N-facing elevation towards S
133 8 + 15 - - - -
134 8 + 15 - - - -
135 8 + 15 - - - -
136 8 + 15 + 5C - - - -
137 8 + 15 - - - Towards ESE
138 5C + 15 - - - N-facing elevation towards S
139 5C - - - -
140 5C + 4A - - - -
141 5C + 4A - - - -
142 4A - - - -
143 4A - - - -
144 4B + 4C - - - N-facing elevation
145 4B + 4C - - - -
146 4C - - - -
147 4C + 3 - - - -
148 4C + 3 + 2 - - - -
149 3 + 2 - - - -
150 N Range general - - - 2 + 3 + 4C + 4B + 4A + 5C + 15 + 8  from N
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No Contexts Taken by Date Conditions Comment
151 N Range KH 28/01/08 Fair to Rain General shot from N
152 2 - - - Towards NE
153 Top of Wall - - - Detail of well
154 3 - - - East facing elevation look NNW
155 3B - - - Internal towards SW
156 3B - - - Internal towards S
157 3B - - - Towards W behind partition
158 3B - - - Towards W
159 3B - - - Towards W along wall to 3B
160 3B - - - Towards E
161 3B - - - Towards N
162 3B - - - -
163 3B - - - Towards W at gear
164 3B - - - Towards S
165 3B + 3A - - - Towards E to roof of 3A
166 3B + 3A - - - Towards East to roof of 3A
167 General South - - - Towards room 3 to 11 E
168 General - - - Room 4C to curved wall
169 3 - - - N end of 3 cut facing elevation at N end
170 3 - - - Towards SSW of E-facing
171 3 + 1 - - - Towards SSW of E-facing
172 4C loft - - - Left space g 4C towards E
173 4C loft - - - Towards N
174 4C loft - - - Towards NW
175 4C - - - Internal G/F towards E
176 4C KH 28/01/08 Bright Internal towards W
177 4C - - - Internal SE corner
178 4C - - - Internal NE corner
179 4B - - - Internal towards N
180 4B - - - Internal NE corner towards N
181 4B - - - Internal towards E
182 4B - - - Towards SE internal
183 5B - - - Towards N to 5C
184 5B - - - Towards NNE to E Wall
185 5B - - - Towards S internal
186 5B - - - Towards SSW
187 5C - - - Internal towards W
188 5C - - - Internal towards S to entrance to 5B
189 5C - - - Internal towards E
190 8 - - - Internal towards N
191 8 - - - Internal towards NW
192 8 - - - Internal towards S
193 7B - - - Internal towards E
194 7A - - - Internal towards E
195 7A - - - Towards N
196 7C - - - Internal towards N
197 7C - - - Towards S
198 7C - - - Towards W
199 7C - - - Towards E
200 6 - - - Internal towards S
201 Building 6 KH 20/01/08 Bright W-facing internal elev. S and towards E
202 6 - - - Internal towards N
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No Contexts Taken by Date Conditions Comment
203 6 - - - W-facing internal at N end
204 6 - - - Internal towards W at N
205 6 - - - Internal towards W
206 6 - - - Internal towards S at gable end
207 5A - - - Internal towards S
208 5A - - - Internal towards N
209 5A - - - Internal towards W
210 5A - - - Internal towards E

35mm Photographic Record

Film No Shot no Description Taken from
1 0-1 Building 6 interior, internal S-facing gable S

2-3 Building 6, Internal N-facing elevation N
4-5 Exterior view of the Farm House E
6-8 Building 7b. Interior W
9-10 Building 7d. Interior W & E
11-12 Building 7B. Interior, general shot W
13-14 Building 7b. Interior, general shot W
15-18 Building 7c.  Interior, S-facing and N-facing gables S/N
19-20 Lean-to structure between Building 7 & 5 S-E
21-23 Building 5C. Interior shots of all walls N S E & W
24-25 Unit 5b, N-facing gable, interior shots N
26 Unit 5b, N-facing gable, interior shot S
27 Unit 5b, Blocked  door on the west elevation E
28 Unit 5b, Double-leafed door on the east elevation W
29-30 Unit 5a, N-facing gable N
31-33 Unit 5a, S-facing gable S
34-35 Unit 5a, byre slit vents W
36 Unit 4a, W-facing gable W

2 1 Unit 4a, W-facing gable W
2-3 Unit 4a, E-facing gable E
4-5 Unit 4a, S-facing feed stall SE
6-7 Unit 4a, N-facing arched opening N
8-9 Unit 10, 2x opening details S
10-11 Unit 4b, E-facing gable end E
12-14 Unit 4b, W-facing gable W
15 Unit 4b, Blocked window at east end, S-facing elvation S
16-17 Unit 4c, E-facing gable E
18-20 Unit 4c, W-facing elevation, interior, gen shot E
21 Unit 4c, S-facing window, detail at E end S
22 Unit 4c, Hay feed rack (Heck) S-facing elevation S
23 Unit 4c, blocked window lintel detail, S-facing elevation S
24-26 External N-facing elevation, east end, general shots N
27-36 Bracketed shots of the N-facing elevation E to W

3 0-1 W-elevation, Unit 6 external shots W
2-3 W-facing elevation of Units 7a-d W
4-5 Timber-framed lean-to between Units 5c-8c S
6 Entrance to Unit 8c, bay opening W
7-8 Unit 5c, E-facing elevation E
9-10 Unit 5b and Gable, E-facing elevation E
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Film No Shot no Description Taken from
11-12 Unit 5b gable, exterior oblique shot SW
13 Unit 6, gable end S
14-15 Unit 6, E-facing elevation E
16-17 Unit 5c, S-facing elevation S
18 Unit 10, oblique shot SE
19 Unit 10, S-facing elevation S
20-21 Unit 10, W-facing elevation W
22-23 Unit 4a, S-facing elevation S
24 Unit 9, S-facing elevation, oblique SW
25-26 Unit 4a, S-facing elevation S
27 Section of the cattle court wall N
28-29 Unit 4c, S-facing elevation S
30-31 Mill and cottage, E-facing elevation E
32 Farmhouse, rear N-facing elevation NW
33 Farmhouse, E-facing gable E
34 Farmhouse, S-facing elevation, general shot S
35 Farmhouse date stone on S-facing porch S
36 W-facing elevation of the occupied cottage W
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APPENDIX  3 HISTORIC SCOTLAND STATUTORY LIST

HISTORIC SCOTLAND
SCOTTISH BORDERS COUNCIL
Information Supplementary to the Statutory List
(This information has no legal significance)

HUTTON PARISH
STATUTORY LIST

HB Number 47710 Item Number: 44 -
Group with Items:
Map sheet: NT95SW Category: B

Group Category:
Date of Listing 15-MAR-
2001

SPITAL MAINS
INCLUDING
FARMHOUSE, COTTAGE,
STEADING, THRESHING
MILL, BOUNDARY
WALLS AND GATEPIERS

Description:
Possibly 18th century in origin with later additions and alterations including porch, 1856. Symmetrical 2-
storey, 3-bay, rectangular-plan farmhouse with Tudor details, flat-roofed porch to front; single storey, 2-bay
wing adjoined to side; taller single storey wing at rear (separate cottage) linking house and steading.
Farmhouse: lined and painted render to front; harled to sides and rear; cream sandstone ashlar dressings to front
(rendered in part); sandstone porch; painted rubble to side wing. Tabbed surrounds to chamfered openings;
sandstone mullions to bipartites; chamfered cills. Single and 2-storey steading to rear and side forming
courtyard. Octagonal-plan threshing mill to NW.

FARMHOUSE, SE (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: principal block with corniced, flat-roofed porch projecting
at centre; coped parapet; 2-leaf panelled door centred at ground; panel embossed 'W.C.L. 1856' aligned above;
narrow side-lights. Bipartite windows flanking porch at ground; single windows in all bays at 1st floor. Single
storey range adjoined to left with 2-leaf, multi-pane door to right; gable end to left with single window centred
at ground; pointed arrowslit aligned above. NE (SIDE) ELEVATION: gable end with single window at ground
to left. Projecting porch recessed to outer left. Single storey, 4-bay wing (cottage) recessed to outer right. NW
(REAR) ELEVATION: principal block with single windows at both floors off-set to left of centre; single
window at 1st floor to outer left. Single storey wing adjoined to outer right with taller, single storey wing
(cottage) projecting to front. SW (SIDE) ELEVATION: single storey, 2-bay block to right with glazed door to
left; single window to right; principal gable end set behind. Taller single storey, 3-bay cottage adjoined to left.
Steading adjoined to outer left. 4-, 6- and 12-pane glazing in timber sash and case windows; modern windows
to single storey wing. Steeply-pitched grey slate roof; gablet-coped sandstone skews; block skewputts. Coped
and painted apex stacks; various circular cans. INTERIOR: not seen 1999.

COTTAGE: single storey, 3-bay. Heavily-pointed sandstone rubble; rendered margins. SW (ENTRANCE)
ELEVATION: 2-leaf multi-pane door off-set to left of centre; flanking windows. Steading adjoined to outer
left. NE (REAR) ELEVATION: 4-bay. Multi-pane door off-set to right of centre; squat window to outer right;
single windows in remaining bays to left. Modern timber glazing throughout. Pantiled roof. INTERIOR: not
seen 1999.

STEADING: various single and 2-storey ranges enclosing near rectangular-plan court with implement shed to
E; cartshed with arched openings and stone forestair to N; L-plan range adjoining threshing mill and cottage to
W; various sheds and byres within courtyard. Tooled sandstone rubble throughout; tooled quoins and long and
short surrounds to openings. Boarded timber openings; glazing missing. Predominantly pantiled pitched and
piended roofs (missing in part); grey slate roof to 2-storey range to E; stone-coped skews throughout.
INTERIORS: not seen 1999.

THRESHING MILL: remains of octagonal-plan threshing mill to NW. Heavily-pointed sandstone rubble
corners; tooled dressings. Large, square-headed openings (blocked in part). Pantiled roof (missing in part).
INTERIOR: open timber ceiling. Machinery not seen 1999.

BOUNDARY WALLS AND GATEPIERS: squared coping to rubble sandstone walls enclosing site to front;
modern railings above. Stop-chamfered, square-plan sandstone gatepiers flanking pedestrian entrance;
platformed, pyramidal caps; modern gate.
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References:
Blackadder's map, 1797 (not evident). Thomson's map, 1821 (not evident). Sharp, Greenwood & Fowler's map,
1826 (evident - marked as 'S. Mains'). Ordnance Survey map, 1857 (evident). RUTHERFURD'S SOUTHERN
COUNTIES' REGISTER AND DIRECTORY (1866, reprinted 1990) pp651-652.
Notes:
Set to the SE of Spital House, with which it was once associated - see separate list entry. The initials 'W.C.L'
are thought to stand for the Rev William C Lundie, noted in Rutherfurd's as owner of Spital House in 1866.
Although not shown on either Blackadder's or Thomson's map, the steeply-pitched roof and 1st floor windows
which abut the eaves suggest the house dates from the 18th century. The steading is no longer in use and is in a
state of partial disrepair 1999. Together they form a striking group. Rutherfurd's notes a Mr Robert Wilkinson
as farmer here in 1866.
© Crown copyright, Historic Scotland. All rights reserved. Mapping information derived from Ordnance
Survey digital mapping products under Licence No. 100017509 2008 . Data extracted from Scottish Ministers'
Statutory List on 05 February 2008 . Listing applies equally to the whole building or structure at the address
set out in bold at the top of the list entry. This includes both the exterior and the interior, whether or not they
are mentioned in the 'Information Supplementary to the Statutory List'. Listed building consent is required for
all internal and external works affecting the character of the building. The local planning authority is
responsible for determining where listed building consent will be required and can also advise on issues of
extent or "curtilage" of the listing, which may cover items remote from the main subject of the listing such as
boundary walls, gates, gatepiers, ancillary buildings etc. or interior fixtures. All enquiries relating to proposed
works to a listed building or its setting should be addressed to the local planning authority in the first instance.
All other enquiries should be addressed to: Listed Buildings Section, Historic Scotland, Longmore House,
Salisbury Place, EDINBURGH, EH9 1SH. Tel: +44 (0)131 668 8707 / 8720 / 8702 / 8981. Fax: +44 (0)131
668 8722. e-mail: hs.listingandconsents@scotland.gsi.gov.uk. Web: www.historic-scotland.gov.uk.
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APPENDIX 4 DES ENTRY

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Scottish Borders

PROJECT TITLE/SITE NAME: Spital Mains Steading, Nr Paxton, Scottish Borders

PROJECT CODE: PAXT

PARISH: Hutton

NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR: M Cressey

NAME OF ORGANISATION: CFA Archaeology Ltd

TYPE(S) OF PROJECT: Buildings Survey

NMRS NO(S): NT95SW 67.04 & NT95SW 67.05

SITE/MONUMENT TYPE(S): Farmstead

SIGNIFICANT FINDS: N/a

NGR NT 9249 5284 approx. centred

START DATE (this season) January  2008

END DATE (this season) June 2008

PREVIOUS WORK (incl. DES ref.) None

MAIN (NARRATIVE)
DESCRIPTION:
(May include information from other
fields)

A Level 3 standing building survey carried out at Spital Mains Steading and
has recorded the principal architectural features.  The farm was built in the
late 18th century on a courtyard plan and its general layout plan has
remained little altered throughout the 19th and 20th century.   The farm was
geared to livestock rearing and this is reflected in the formal layout of the
buildings arranged within the courtyard to form three cattle courts.

A derelict two-storey mill and horse engine were present along with a long
range of cattle sheds.  Evidence for the use of diesel powered machinery
represents the second phase of power within this building.

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK: None

CAPTION(S) FOR ILLUSTRS: N/a

SPONSOR OR FUNDING BODY: Ross Architectural Consultants

ADDRESS OF MAIN
CONTRIBUTOR:

CFA Archaeology Ltd, Old Engine House, Eskmills Park, Musselburgh,
EH21 7PQ.

EMAIL ADDRESS: mcressey@cfa-archaeology.co.uk
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Plate 1 - Oblique aerial photograph of Spital Mains farm taken in the early 1980s

Plate 2 - Interior view of the north-facing rear elevation and A-frame roof and drive-shaft 
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Plate 4 - Early 20th-century cattle-cake crushing machine 

Plate 3 - Interior view of the gable wall of the mill and 
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Plate 5 - South-facing elevation showing the mill gable and lofted animal house (Unit 3)

Plate 6 - Interior view of Unit 5b showing the A-frame roof and layout
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Plate 7 - West-facing elevation of the Unit 5a, a former lofted animal house

Plate 8 - West-facing elevation of the implement shed (unit 6)
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